A biophysical model of the glycogen molecule is developed, which takes into account the points of attack of synthase and phosphorylase at the level of the individual glucose chain. Under the sole assumption of steric effects governing enzyme accessibility to glucosyl residues, the model reproduces the known equilibrium structure of cellular glycogen at steady state. In particular, experimental data are reproduced assuming that synthase (1) operates preferentially on inner chains of the molecule and (2) exhibits a faster mobility than phosphorylase in translocating from an attacked chain to another. The model is then used to examine the turnover of outer versus inner tiers during the labeling process of isotopic enrichment (IE) experiments. Simulated data are fitted to in vivo 13 C nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy measurements obtained in the human brain under resting conditions. Within this experimental set-up, analysis of simulated label incorporation and retention shows that 7% to 35% of labeled glucose is lost from the rapidly turning-over surface of the glycogen molecule when stimulation onset is delayed by 7 to 11.5 hours after the end of [1-13 C]glucose infusion as done in actual procedures. The substantial label washout before stimulation suggests that much of the subsequent activation-induced glycogenolysis could remain undetected. Overall, these results show that the molecular structure significantly affects the patterns of synthesis and degradation of glycogen, which is relevant for appropriate design of labeling experiments aiming at investigating the functional roles of this glucose reserve.
INTRODUCTION
Virtually all organisms, from unicellular to humans, store D-glucose residues in the form of the highly branched polysaccharide glycogen. 1 The structural features of the mature glycogen molecule (called b-particle, or macroglycogen) have been optimized in the course of evolution to achieve an efficient storage and fast release of glucose. 2, 3 In mammals, the major deposits of glycogen are in skeletal muscle and liver, but significant glycogen levels are found in other organs including the heart and the brain. The liver is unique in that it stores glycogen as molecular aggregates of bparticles called a-particles (or a-rosettes), while most cell types including cerebral astrocytes accumulate and metabolize glycogen in the form of b-particles. 4 In the human brain, glycogen is the sole energy store and it is present at concentrations of 3 to 4 mmol/g in terms of glucose equivalents. 5 This corresponds to 12 to 16 mmol/g in astrocytes (assuming a tissue volume fraction of 25%), which is significantly higher than tissue glucose level at euglycemia. Although the involvement of cerebral glycogen in the metabolic response to the glycemic and hormonal state of the tissue is well established, controversy exists about its function during physiologic brain activation (reviewed by ref. 6) . In particular, the early indications of substantial stimulation-induced glycogen utilization measured in rodent brain and cell cultures (see ref. 7 and references therein) have failed to be confirmed in the human brain using 13 C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. 5 This finding motivated a subsequent study, which supported the notion of cerebral glycogen as a small emergency depot in case of energy failure. 8 Previous theoretical work 9 suggested that the inability in detecting glycogen mobilization could be inherent to the kinetic model used to fit experimental data, which assumed that the probability of detaching a glucosyl residue from glycogen is homogeneous and proportional to the total tissue glycogen content. 5, 10 However, the effective concentration of glycogen has been found to change according to the actual tier being mobilized. 4 Therefore, the organization and size of the glycogen particles is potentially of considerable importance to their metabolism, and knowledge of the patterns of glycogen metabolism is necessary for the assessment of changes in the rates of glycogen deposition and utilization. 11 For example, very different kinetics can be produced by a 'last on-first off' pattern compared with a random synthesis and degradation pattern. 12 The potential erroneous interpretation of studies involving incorporation of labeled glucose into glycogen was clearly showed in cell cultures, where it was found that release of 3 H-or 14 C-labeled glucose from glycogen was opposite to the order of their isotopic enrichment (IE) during glycogen synthesis. 13 This is consistent with the fact that the accessibility of glycogen degrading and synthesizing enzymes to glucosyl residues within the glycogen particles results in a highly heterogeneous turnover of the molecule, with external regions turning over much more rapidly than internal ones. 14 The outermost tier of the glycogen molecule contains about half of the total glucose, 15 of which only B36% is directly accessible to phosphorylase before any debranching occurs. 2 Accordingly, purified phosphorylase (i.e., in the absence of debranching enzyme) was found to degrade glycogen to the extent of B40% only, giving rise to a so-called limit dextrin (LD), which cannot be further metabolized due to the inability of the enzyme to bypass a branching point. 16 Thus, the glycogen molecule is not metabolically homogeneous and the probability of replacement of a glucosyl residue depends on its location, whether peripheral or central. Accordingly, labeling experiments after 14 C-glucose injection have shown that the outermost tier is always more radioactive than the residual LD, indicating that the turnover of the glycogen molecule primarily involves the nonreducing peripheral surface of the polysaccharide. 17 An LD is obtained for each tier of the glycogen molecule, and different LD can be produced in vitro by repetitive alternating treatment with phosphorylase and debranching enzyme. Assays for 14 C within these experimental procedures have indicated that, for muscle glycogen, the specific activity in subsequent LD (i.e., LD-1 to LD-3) is greater than the polysaccharide from which it is derived. 18 As an illustration, turnover time of the first LD (LD-1) in the brain was found to be twice that of total glycogen. 19 To address the impact of the molecular structure on the patterns of glycogen turnover, a biophysical model of the glycogen b-particle is developed taking into account the points of attack of glycogen synthase (GS) and glycogen phosphorylase (GP) enzymes at the level of the individual glucosyl chain. The model is then used to examine the IE process of brain glycogen, as measured by 13 C-NMR spectroscopy during continuous [1-13 C]glucose infusion. 5 On the basis of modeling outcomes, the potential utilization of the stored sugar that can be inferred by label kinetics upon brain stimulation is discussed. To this end, some quantitative comparison will be made with previously published as well as some unpublished 13 C-NMR experimental data obtained by Dr Gulin Oz and coworkers in the human brain. 5 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Glycogen is synthesized from glycogenin, a self-glucosylating protein that acts as a primer for glycogen growth. Polymerization of glucose proceeds via a-1,4-glycosydic linkages, with branch points between individual glycogen chains introduced by the occurrence of a-1,6-glycosydic linkages. It has been proposed that glycogen synthesis occurs in discrete steps, leading first to the formation of proglycogen, a low molecular weight polysaccharide (B400 kDa compared with 10 7 Da of mature glycogen) possibly with its own enzymology. 20, 21 However, the existence of a welldefined proglycogen molecular species is presently questioned and there is strong evidence for a homogeneous polydispersity in vivo. 4, 22 Thus, in the present model the possibility of different isoforms for the glycogen synthesizing and glycogen degrading enzymes is neglected.
The synthesis of glycogen is performed by the coordinated action of GS and glycogen branching enzyme (GBE). Glycogen synthase builds the polymer by adding glucose residues from the activated monomer UDP glucose, while GBE cuts a stretch from a long chain and attaches it to another, thereby forming a new branch. The GBE is in high excess over synthase, as indicated by the 200-fold higher activity of the former compared with the latter. 3 The degradation of glycogen requires two enzymes as well, namely GP and glycogen debranching enzyme (GDE). Glycogen phosphorylase catalyzes the removal of glucose residues from nonreducing ends (i.e., A-chains) with tails longer than four residues, while GDE transfers those branches maximally trimmed by phosphorylase to adjacent glucosyl chains. Noteworthy, glycogen degradation has been shown to be independent of GDE, as A-chains constantly provide a substrate for phosphorylase. 23 In agreement with previous modeling analyses, 14 branching/debranching activity is incorporated in the action of GS and GP enzymes, which is compatible with the fact that both GBE and GDE are not generally considered to be rate limiting for glycogen accumulation and breakdown. 4 The basic assumption of the present model is that the basal activities (i.e., in the absence of external stimulation) of synthase and phosphorylase are governed solely by steric factors. This means that any chemical effectors other than the availability of glucose in the medium and glucose content within the glycogen molecule are ignored. To formalize this assumption, it is to be noted that the 'surface' of the molecule is where the enzymes actually work, which is consistent with its homogeneous growth (i.e., glycogen remains approximately spherical while new residues are attached). Indeed, only the more external tiers are usually involved in the regular metabolic turnover of glycogen synthesis and degradation, 14 while the few percent of glycogen stored in the inner tiers has essentially the role of molecule skeleton. 21 Although the cascade processes that regulate the activity of enzymes involved in glycogen synthesis and breakdown are well known, the process controlling cessation of biosynthesis remains an unanswered issue. 24 The current hypothesis is that the self-limiting size of glycogen is the results of the high density of glucose residues in the outer tier, which impedes further activity of the synthase. 25 In particular, the size of the enzymes participating in glycogen synthesis is thought to be optimized for growth stopping before the degeneration of chain length (i.e., incomplete chains) hinders the homogeneity of the molecule. 14 Given the complete branched structure of glycogen, the total number of glucose residues G T in the whole molecule can be calculated as:
where g c is the average number of glucose molecule per chain, r is the degree of branching, and t is the relevant tier. Inverting the latter equation for t gives:
Equation (2) expresses the tier number as a function of the glucose content of the glycogen particle (note that t is rational not integer). To determine the enzymatic reaction rates, the free volume for enzyme activity is calculated by taking into account the space occupied by glucose in each tier. The effective length per tier has been estimated 2 to be:
which gives a volume V t of the tier t of:
t ½t 3 À ðt À 1Þ 3 : Therefore, the quantity L t t with t(G T ) gives the actual radius of the glycogen particle. The volume occupied by glucose in the tier t is:
where w ¼ 0.113 nm 3 is the Van der Waals volume of an individual glucose molecule. Thus, the accessible volume for the action of enzymes is the difference V t À V g , which is non zero, for a given tier t, only when applied to the incomplete tier. The rate equations for synthase and phosphorylase activity can be written as:
where G m is the number of glucose molecules in the medium (kept fixed to, e.g., 1 mmol/g ¼ 0.0006 molecules/nm 3 ) and G PT ¼ (g c À 4)r (t À 1) is the total amount of glucose residues available to phosphorylase within A-chains. 2 With the methodology described above, a balance equation depending (through the tier number t) only on the total glucose content G T (equation (1)) of the glycogen molecule can be formulated as
with parametric dependence of both J syn and J phos on several known properties of the glycogen particle. Table 1 shows the properties of cellular glycogen b-particle according to the generally accepted model of Whelan. 26, 27 In the rate equations (3) and (4), the constants K syn ¼ 7.5/minute and K phos ¼ 2.65 Â 10 À 7 /(nm 3 min) are obtained by imposing J syn ¼ J phos and adjusted to match the experimental turnover rate at steady state (i.e., when t ¼ t 0 ¼ 12) measured by 13 C-NMR spectroscopy in the human brain in vivo. 5 This study suggests a glycogen turnover of 2.67 nmol/g per minute and a total cerebral glycogen content of 3.5 to 4 mmol/g. By assuming homogeneous glycogen pool of particles containing G T,0 ¼ 53,000 glucose residues, a turnover rate of 40 residues per minute is obtained. It should be noted that total glycogen content might be underestimated when using the measured 13 C-glycogen data, because the internal tiers may never become enriched. For example, if turnover is restricted to only the last three tiers, which contain 87.5% of the glucose residues, then the total glycogen content can be as high as 4.5 mmol/g. Specific interaction times between glycogen and synthase or phosphorylase are taken into account as well. By defining the enzyme interaction Kinetic analysis of brain glycogen turnover M DiNuzzo time as the duration before occurrence of random displacement from the attacked chain, the relevant interaction times for the two enzymes are adjusted to reproduce the experimental time course 5 as well as the tierspecific pattern 17 of 13 C-label incorporation in brain glycogen (see 'Results' section). It is assumed that GS and GP cannot attack the same glucosyl residue (i.e., the same A-chain) simultaneously. To the author's knowledge, a difference in synthase versus phosphorylase interaction times with the glycogen molecule was not previously reported nor hypothesized. Therefore, in the absence of direct experimental proof this type of enzyme action should be interpreted as purely phenomenological under the computational point of view.
It is possible that different glycogen deposits might be in different states of synthesis and degradation both spatially and temporally, even sharing the same kinetic patterns. Nevertheless, while this is certainly true for the short time scale, it is unlikely that significant inhomogeneities at pool level persist for periods as long as 50 hours. In cultured rat myotubes, the largest departure from complete coherence of glycogen molecules breakdown occurred in the range of 0.5 to 3.5 hours, and the contribution of the simultaneous component substantially increased already at 7 hours. 13 These numbers could be even smaller for the human brain, as the metabolic rate of rat myotubes in vitro is lower than that of human astrocytes. Therefore, in the analysis of IE experiments a homogeneous pool of glycogen is considered, in which each particle behaves in the same way on average under steady-state conditions.
Simulations were performed under SWI Prolog programming language Version 6.2 (University of Amsterdam; http://www.swi-prolog.org/). In particular, the code determines the activity of GS and GP at each time step according to rate equations derived above (see also Figure 1 ). The two enzymes act in parallel on the glycogen molecule by randomly attacking a nonreducing end within an A-chain. One enzyme is displaced from the attacked chain when the corresponding interaction time vanishes, and then another A-chain is randomly attacked for a new cycle. New branches are initiated by GS when the growing A-chain reaches the fifth and tenth residues (mimicking the action of GBE). Completely trimmed A-chains (four residues long) are automatically attached to another nonreducing end (mimicking the action of GDE). The medium can contain variable concentrations of unlabeled and/or labeled glucose, which are used to determine the relative substrate probability for the synthase, while the exact localization of each glucosyl residue that is incorporated into the glycogen molecule is recorded. The full Prolog source code is available on request.
RESULTS
First, steady-state analysis is performed to match model outcomes to the known properties of cellular glycogen. To examine in detail how the high structural homogeneity of the polysaccharide is realized, several assumptions are tested about the affinity of enzymes for inner versus outer chains within the glycogen molecule. It is found that synthase but not phosphorylase is required to operate in internal zones of the glycogen particle to obtain structural homogeneity, which is otherwise compromised by the excessive growth of outer chains ( Figure 2 ). Previous theoretical analyses have indicated that glycogen synthesis must operate under constraints promoting homogeneous growth, thus leaving no internal chains unfinished. 28 Accordingly, it is assumed that GS preferentially works on the internal chains to avoid the excessive growth of the external chains when those in the inner tiers are not yet finished, as previously suggested. 14 In addition, because GP functions during the biosynthesis process, corrections of any mistake of the synthase are 'spontaneously' achieved by , and synthase and phosphorylase reaction rates (expressed as residues per minute), J syn and J phos , respectively. The point of intersection between the curves identifies the steady-state position of the mature glycogen particle corresponding to 12 tiers and a content of B53,000 glucosyl units. Specifically, the rate of synthase is higher than that of phosphorylase when the glucose content is smaller than 53,299 in our simulations, and vice versa. Note that tier number is calculated from total glycogen according to equation (2), thus the two plots are equivalent.
removing those chains that are too external. As the high structural homogeneity of the glycogen molecule is thought to form the basis of its metabolic function as a quick fuel supplier, 28 theoretical investigation of how such uniform organization can be realized is all important. The minimal set of assumptions required to reproduce the known equilibrium structure of cellular glycogen, which is identified by defining the spatial constraints on the activity of synthesizing and degrading enzymes together with the preference of GS for inner chains, proved sufficient to produce a saturable growth of the glycogen molecule ( Figure 3 ). Next, to study the incorporation of labeled glucose in the different tiers of the glycogen molecule, the experimental data for IE in glycogen LD 17 are reproduced by estimating the relative interaction time of synthase and phosphorylase. In particular, determination of radioactivity in rabbit muscle glycogen after intravenous injection of 14 C-glucose have shown that total radioactivity was distributed in tiers 9, 10, 11, and 12 in a proportion of roughly 1%, 7%, 20%, and 72%, respectively (estimated from Table 1 of ref. 17). To reproduce this pattern of IE in simulations, it is found that, once a chain is attacked, phosphorylase has to interact with glycogen with greater mobility than synthase, the latter exploring the 'surface' of the polysaccharide more rapidly. In other words, it is found that GS associates to and dissociates from the glycogen molecule several times during a single association/dissociation step of GP. This requirement can possibly be explained by the difference between the glycogen-storage site through which the enzymes are thought to bind to glycogen granules in vivo. 29, 30 The enzyme mobility could depend on the relative number of GS and GP acting simultaneously on an individual glycogen molecule as well. The exact value for enzyme-glycogen interaction time needs to be also adjusted to reproduce the experimental IE time course (i.e., exponential growth) and eventually to correct for tissue/species differences in the rate of glycogen turnover. The best fit with experimental data of absolute amount label incorporation as well IE time course is obtained assuming a geometric distribution (i.e., discrete exponential distribution) with mean value approximately equal to the length of a glucosyl chain (Figure 4 ). Note that the geometric distribution has no upper bound, so occasionally the phosphorylase continues degrading the glycogen molecule up to inner tiers. A faster release of GS relative to GP from glycogen is perfectly consistent with the role of GS in maintaining the homogeneity of the whole glycogen particle, as the resulting greater mobility would allow the enzyme to rapidly 'find-and-fill' the incomplete chains left behind from GP.
The structural properties of the simulated mature glycogen bparticle are found to be in good agreement with the known molecular structure of the polysaccharide ( Table 2) . Some small deviations are found within the external tiers of the molecule compared with the Whelan model, 2 which predicts that the twelfth tier is the last one and that it is fully complete. Simulations show instead that the twelfth tier is nearly 90% complete, and the thirteenth tier is slightly (6%) populated. This is due to the stochastic character of the turnover process in the present model, and means that the homogeneity of the molecule is not complete near its surface. Interestingly, this conclusion stems from the different mobility of GS and GP. Indeed, almost complete homogeneity of the glycogen molecule (i.e., fully populated twelfth tier) is obtained in simulations where the two enzymes are assumed to displace at the same time from an attacked chain (data not shown). However, this assumption of equal interaction times of GS and GP could not be accepted due to the failure of the label incorporation process.
Validation of the model is obtained by comparing the simulated IE with the experimental time course of [1-13 C]glucose incorporation into human brain glycogen. 5 The fit between simulated and experimental labeling process for different infusion durations is shown in Figure 5 . The assumptions made during model design are found to be compatible with the kinetics of the labeling process, as evidenced by the qualitative and quantitative agreement between simulated and experimental IE time courses. The simulated curves are nearly indistinguishable from exponential grow and decay trends, which were previously used to fit experimental results (compare Figure 5 In the absence of constraints on the preferential sites of enzyme work, the molecule of glycogen results highly inhomogeneous. In particular, the molecule shows two types of structural irregularities. First, there is excessive branching up to tier B30 and hence many incomplete chains. Second, the branching is asymmetric because left branch is created before right branch (at fifth and tenth residues, respectively). (B) When synthase is assumed to operate on inner chains, the glycogen molecule displays the homogeneity reported in the literature for cellular glycogen (see Table 2 ). The affinity of synthase for inner chains represents the minimal assumption to fulfill almost complete homogeneity. The phosphorylase is not required to exhibit affinity for inner or outer chains, although the homogeneity of glycogen slightly increases if phosphorylase is assumed to have preference for outer chains (not shown). Nonetheless, in the simulations there are no imposed constraints on phosphorylase. It should be realized that both the inhomogeneous (A) and the homogeneous (B) molecules contain the same number of glucose residues and that the time courses of total glucose content during the growth process for the two molecules are nearly identical (not shown). Note that the images are bidimensional representations (not projections of the tridimensional structure) of the actual glycogen structure, and the visualization parameters (e.g., the variation of the angle between branches as a function of the distance from the center) have been chosen only for illustration purposes. The filled circle in the middle of the molecule represents glycogenin.
However, only the present model provides additional information behind the fit of total label content. These include localization of the label within the glycogen molecule, which is examined next.
The detectability of net glycogen utilization is examined by studying the simulated label localization underlying the changes from immediately after the end of the labeled glucose infusion to the stimulation onset several hours later. Figure 6 shows the label loss relative to the entire glycogen molecule as well as that relative to the last tier as a function of the delay between end of infusion and stimulation onset. Notably, most if not all of the label loss during the above-mentioned delay occurs in the external tier of the molecule, which is expected as this tier displays the fastest turnover rate. The disappearance of labeled glucose strongly depends on the delay before stimulation onset, while it is less dependent on the total infusion duration. The fraction of label loss spans values from 7% to 35% in correspondence to delays in the range of 7 to 11.5 hours, which identify the time intervals adopted in the 13 C-NMR spectroscopy experiment (Table 3) . Thus, the distribution of the label inside the glycogen molecule is substantially and inhomogeneously altered after cessation of infusion, with label retention restricted to the more internal tiers. The requirement for the above-mentioned delay was originally rationalized by the need for returning of plasma 13 C-glucose to natural abundance. 5 This was a reasonable attempt to maximize the detectability of potential stimulus-induced glycogen utilization, according to the idea that glucosyl units removed from glycogen during stimulation would have been replaced by unlabeled glucose. The simulations shown in Figure 6 indicate that this approach has the drawback of unlabeling the more active regions of the glycogen molecule. This suggests that the utilization of glycogen can be better estimated by measuring the change in the rate of label incorporation during the stimulation without stopping the infusion, or alternatively the change in the rate of label washout during the stimulation immediately after stopping the infusion.
DISCUSSION
Glycogen is designed to maximize the capacity for storing a large amount of glucose in the least possible volume. 2 At the molecular level, the polymeric structure of glycogen imposes a number of geometrical constraints on the enzymes involved in the incorporation and release of glucose, which is thought to be part of the optimization of its metabolic role in the availability of large amount of glucose in short time 31 B) . Note also the apparent peaks in the number of A-chains that occur during the transition from a tier to the next (i.e., creation of two new branches per chain at fifth and tenth residues). The subsequent plateau is established when the 'mother' chains become full, or 13 residues long. The simulated values are in good agreement with the prediction of the Whelan model for b-glycogen. The surface of the molecule (i.e., the part undergoing turnover) is characterized by a lower homogeneity compared with the prediction of the Whelan model, which is identified in the outermost B3,300 glucosyl residues belonging to the thirteenth tier. a As compared with the theoretical maximum. b Relative to the total glucose content in the mature glycogen molecule given by the simulations (53,299 glucosyl residues).
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which is attainable only if the outer tier is complete. By formalizing this principle, a biophysical model of the glycogen particle is developed, which reproduced the known high structural homogeneity of the molecule and the pattern of IE under the following two conditions: (1) synthase must preferentially work on internal chains (of course, acting on nonreducing ends) and (2) displacement of synthase from the attacked site is much more rapid than that of phosphorylase. The model is validated with in vivo 13 C-NMR data of labeled glucose incorporation obtained in human brain, and subsequently used to examine the change in glycogen content that could be inferred by measurements of 13 C-glycogen level before and after stimulation. 5 It is found that the turnover of glycogen is highly heterogeneous and it is restricted to a great extent within the outer tiers of the molecule. Thus, the isotopic incorporation of glucose into a complex macromolecule such as glycogen may result in erroneous conclusions if the structure of the molecule is not taken into account. 15 The delays between cessation of [1-13 C]glucose infusion and brain stimulation (7 to 11.5 hours in the 13 C-NMR spectroscopy experiment) are found to disperse 7% to 35% of the label in the outer tiers. This means that any subsequent upregulation of glycogen breakdown might be underestimated because the glucose residues that are eventually mobilized are those with the fastest turnover at the periphery of the molecule, thus nonlabeled and hence undetected. Interestingly, there is a positive correlation between the observed signal changes and the total infusion time as well as the delay between end of infusion and stimulation (see Table 3 ). This makes particularly sense, as a long infusion time would result in full labeling of the outer tier, and a brief delay would avoid significant washout of the label in the outer more active tier, both effects concurring to increase the contrast and sensitivity of the experimental determination of glycogenolytic rate.
A limitation of the present study is that concentrations of plasma and brain glucose as well as tissue glycogen are assumed to be constant during the whole duration of the experiments. A closer examination of the simulations shown in Figure 5 indicates that simulated data match experimental measurements more consistently during the infusion than after (although the difference is very small). This might originate from changes in tissue glucose level, or alternatively, from a modest de novo glycogen synthesis probably due to the mild hyperglycemic conditions during infusion. 10 These possibilities are distinct, as changes in brain glucose concentration would result in corresponding changes of glycogen turnover not glycogen content. In any case, it is possible to obtain a better fit of experimental data after the infusion (i.e., slow-down of label washout) if one assumes that during this time interval either (1) glycogen turnover decreases (due to decreased glucose level) or (2) total glycogen have increased (due to hyperglycemia), or a combination of both.
Unfortunately, without further assumptions the model cannot be used to directly analyze the stimulation-induced difference between the amount of glycogen that can be revealed by IE measurements versus that actually mobilized. Indeed, to simulate the activation of glycogenolysis, the reaction rate of phosphorylase relative to synthase has to be upregulated during stimulation compared with basal conditions. This imbalance is difficult to Figure 4 . Determination of enzyme interaction time and relative probability distribution. (A) Exponential growth time course for label incorporation into glycogen, and (B) enrichment of last 3 to 4 tiers (i.e., limit dextrin 1 to 3). These requirements cannot be met at the same time by fixed or uniformly distributed interaction times. Specifically, correct labeling of inner tiers is obtained when phosphorylase does not detach before B200 residues (required to expose tier 9), but this gives a wrong time course for glycogen IE. Conversely, a correct time course for IE is obtained with a relatively low interaction time (e.g., uniformly distributed in the range of 1 to 25, i.e., mean of 13 residues), but this hinders the incorporation of the label in inner tiers (simulations not shown). To obtain an exponential growth time course for IE and an LD-specific label incorporation in agreement with experimental results, it is thus necessary to include constraints on the probability distribution of enzyme interaction time. Specifically, if the detachment of phosphorylase is described as a memorylessness change of state occurring with probability p, then the appropriate probability distribution is geometric. This means that the probability for phosphorylase to attack k residues is given by (1 À p) k À 1 p for k ¼ 1,2,3,... (note that the mean value of the distribution is 1/p, as shown in the figure). The value of p can be estimated by calculating the integral of the probability distribution in the interval given by the number of residues contained in a specific limit dextrin, knowing its percent enrichment. The best result of both time course and tier labeling pattern is obtained assuming a mean value (1/p) nearly equal to the length of a glucosyl chain, i.e., 13 residues, which is the value used for all subsequent simulations. Label content (%) 1/p = 13 1/p = 26 1/p = 39 Kinetic analysis of brain glycogen turnover M DiNuzzo estimate in absolute terms: first, the reaction rates underlying net glycogen breakdown cannot be obtained without the prior knowledge of how much glycogen is mobilized, and second, there are multiple ways of upregulating net glycogen breakdown, as also the absolute rate of synthase is likely to change along with that of phosphorylase. Furthermore, it is presently unknown whether the mechanisms of action of synthase and phosphorylase change during stimulation because of, e.g., conformational changes of activated/phosphorylated enzymes. For example, a higher reaction rate of the phosphorylase might parallel a higher mobility of the enzyme, thus resulting in a degradation pattern confined to the surface of the glycogen molecule. Conversely, a low mobility of the phosphorylase results in transients 'holes' in the molecule that are subsequently refilled by synthase, thus leading to a greater degradation of internal residues. Finally, as the velocity of glycogenolysis is likely limited to few minutes after the onset of stimulation, 32 it cannot be established to what extent glycogen resynthesis hides the mobilization of the label. Indeed, synthase and phosphorylase may cooperate during the glycogen breakdown induced by stimulation by remaining close to each other.
The latter point is also relevant to the choice of stimulus duration during measurements of changes in glycogen content in different species. For example, cerebral metabolic rate in rodents is nearly threefold higher than in humans. The different carbohydrate demand may affect the rate and/or the amount of glycogen utilization. It has been suggested that the stimulus duration to be used in human experiments should be correspondingly made longer than that used in rodent experiments to obtain the same decrease in glycogen content. 5 However, if glycogenolysis stops few minutes after stimulus onset, then any extra increase in stimulus duration would translate in net rise, not fall, of glycogen content (see discussion in ref. 9 ). Further research is required to evaluate the optimal, eventually stimulus specific, duration that minimizes the resynthesis-induced loss of sensitivity for the determination of glycogen utilization. It is suggested that retention of the polysaccharide is needed to preserve the available glycogenolytic response in the long term, thus net utilization before resynthesis can be as small as few percent. 33 It has been previously showed by kinetic modeling that glycogen breakdown as small as 10% would be sufficient to modulate the cell glucose uptake to a significant extent. 9 Specifically, by altering the intracellular level of hexose phosphates, glycogen metabolism can control the channeling of endogenous glucose both within an individual cell and between different cells. 6 Accordingly, it has been suggested that the enzyme regulation which triggers the rapid phosphorolysis of glycogen is an efficient mechanism to control the glycolytic flux by balancing the availability of phosphorylated glucose. 2 It is clear that a relatively modest reduction in glycogen content after stimulation makes glycogenolytic rate determination experimentally difficult, as few percent changes can be under the detection limit of most experimental techniques.
In conclusion, in the present paper a model of the glycogen molecule is developed and validated with experimental data of glycogen turnover in the human brain. The results indicate that 13 C-MRS-based assessment of glycogenolysis during physiologic brain stimulation is model dependent. The model further provides several insights about the dependence of enzyme action on the structural properties of the glycogen molecule, which can be investigated experimentally. As a general principle, the determination of glycogen use by labeling methods will benefit from the analysis that is described here using biophysical modeling. 13 C isotopic enrichment (µmol/g) 13 C isotopic enrichment (µmol/g) 13 C isotopic enrichment (µmol/g) 13 C isotopic enrichment (µmol/g) 13 C isotopic enrichment (µmol/g) 13 C isotopic enrichment (µmol/g) Additionally, the present theoretical account can be used to estimate glycogen growth, turnover, and utilization in a variety of conditions. The study of the effects exerted by molecular structure on the patterns of glycogen mobilization appears to be prerequisite for design of labeling experiment and proper evaluation of IE data. Figure 6 . Simulated label localization at cessation of the infusion and at stimulation onset. Localization of labeled glucosyl residues as a function of particle radius corresponding to (A) 11 hours infusion without and with 8 hours delay, (B) 22 hours infusion without and with 11.5 hours delay, (C) 22 hours infusion without and with 7 hours delay, (D) 40 hours infusion without and with 8.4 hours delay, and (E) 50 hours infusion without and with 7.4 hours delay. These simulations identify the actual data sets obtained from experimental measurements (see Table 3 ). Glucosyl residue localization for the steady-state condition (i.e., all unlabeled) is showed for comparison in each plot. (F) Percent label loss for the different experiments. Physiologic brain stimulation initiated from 7 to 11.5 hours after cessation of glucose infusion, which was necessary for return of plasma [1-13 C]glucose to natural abundance. The interval between the cessation of the infusion and the presentation of the stimulation substantially alters the distribution of the label within the glycogen molecule. In particular, the last tier is the most significantly affected with a reduction in labeled glucose ranging from 7% to 35%. On the contrary, the label incorporated in the inner tiers is almost totally retained in the molecule (maximum decrease o1%). Percent changes of 13 C label retention in human brain glycogen after 20 minutes of visual stimulation are those measured in individual experiments (Dr Gulin Oz, personal communication). Each row identifies a single subject. Delays represent the temporal interval between cessation of infusion and onset of visual stimulation, which were necessary to allow complete washout of plasma [1-13 C]glucose (see ref. 5). Only fractional enrichment measured before and after the stimulation is available. Note the increase in apparent glycogen mobilization, which can be inferred by changes in 13 C-labeled glycogen, for higher infusion times and lower delays.
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